Word Links

Why did the frog go to the hospital? To keep from croaking!

Create a complete word by drawing a line between the two columns. Write the word on the line provided.

1. PURC PURCHASED
2. GRAD GRADUAL
3. DR DRAW
4. KN KNOWN
5. COMPL COMPLAINED
6. BO BOX
7. REDU REDUCED
8. INDU INDUSTRY
9. LA LAND
10. SO SORT
11. TO TOAST
12. ARO AROUND
13. HE HEADS
14. COLLE COLLECTING
15. SAL SALARY
16. BO BOATS
17. SH SHIP
18. RI RICH
19. FLASH FLASHLIGHT
20. TA TANKS
21. BLOS BLOSSOM
22. BASKE BASKETBALL
23. RAT RATHER
24. SM SMASH
25. GU GUY
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